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Abstract—Software architectures play an important role in the success of cloud platforms in automotive domain. To review the architecture designs in this context, it is necessary to explore different design decisions such as design styles, quality attributes (QAs), and evaluation methodologies.

To this end, we aimed to investigate (i) architectural design styles, (ii) major QAs, and (iii) architecture evaluation methods that are applied in the cloud platforms in automotive domain. We conducted an online survey to collect data from participants in industry and academia. Methodologies, such as descriptive statistics and grounded theory, were used to analyse the data.

We collected 42 valid responses from participants with different roles, backgrounds, and years of experience. Considering the survey objectives, (i) event-driven and service-oriented architecture (SOA) were the most applied design styles to fulfil QAs. (ii) Availability, reliability, and security were the major QAs among other attributes. Finally, (iii) active reviews from intermediate design (ARID) and the scenario-based architecture analysis method (SAAM) were mostly applied when evaluating the architecture of cloud platforms in automotive domain.

The results of our survey show a spectrum of different applicable design styles, QAs, and evaluation methods. For selecting the set of architectural design decisions, one should consider the business scenarios and relevant quality requirements that should be supported by the cloud platforms in automotive domain.

Index Terms—Software architecture design, Cloud computing, Automotive, Internet of things (IoT)

I. INTRODUCTION

Connecting vehicles to external objects, services, and platforms has enabled more business scenarios [1] for secure data exchange beyond vehicles [2], remote monitoring, and over-the-air software maintenance [3]. In achieving reliable solutions, the architectural design of connected vehicles benefits from advances in cloud platforms, internet of things (IoT), and communication technologies [4]. As for nearly real-time services, it is also necessary to bring data processing from the cloud to the edge of the network and closer to the vehicles and devices through distributed tiny clouds that is known as fog computing, which enables new services by the mass adoption of IoT [5].

Designing architectures of cloud platforms in automotive domain (ACPs) (Fig.1) includes new challenges compared to other IoT cloud platforms. For example, architectural decisions in ACPs should consider a large number of heterogeneous vehicles and devices, various communication technologies that are specific to different providers, longer life cycles of vehicles, less IT standardisation, less reliable connectivity, a bigger variety of connectivity hardware, and scalable real-time services in safety-critical systems [1], [6].

In this area, software architects’ design decisions is an important research topic [7] that makes a significant impact on system qualities [8]. Although previous studies [6], [7] emphasised the research gap on design decisions such as QAs and design styles in ACPs, there are scarce studies that investigate architectural design styles, QAs, and evaluation methodologies in the context of ACPs.

To this end, we conducted an online survey on software architecture design in ACPs to investigate (1) architectural design styles and selection criteria, (2) quality attributes (QAs) and their evaluation methods, and (3) architecture evaluation methods and relevant challenges. The scope of this study is on the software architecture design of core cloud (see Fig.1) and we excluded from our survey other software knowledge areas [9], in-vehicle platforms, and communication networks.

The findings of our survey are valuable for industrial practitioners to look for information on design styles in terms of QAs and architecture evaluation methods in ACPs. In addition, researchers could gain insight into the design criteria and challenges behind software architectures in ACPs.
II. BACKGROUND

The first part of this Section provides a brief overview of emerging trends for ACPs. Next, it explores a few relevant studies on the architecture design of ACPs.

A. Emerging trends for ACPs

Integration of technologies such as cloud computing, wireless and RFID sensor networks, and in-vehicle sensors [6] has enabled more innovative business scenarios [1] in the automotive domain. For instance, automotive software has traditionally been developed and maintained separately by each car manufacturer in-house [10]. However, this approach could not meet the long-term challenges of the industry, as the diverging strategies of car manufacturers could not provide solutions for the increasing number of connected devices [11]. Therefore, new international collaborations between large car manufacturers, tier-1 suppliers, and cloud platform and solution providers have been formed up (e.g., [12], [13]) to develop ACPs addressing mass-differentiation in automotive services.

Nevertheless, there has been an increased focus from other companies and research institutes on introducing new solutions for centralised vehicular data analysis and over-the-air software maintenance. For example, APPSTACLE\footnote{https://itea3.org/project/appstacle.html} is a European Union (EU) project that seeks to create an open software platform to connect vehicles to the Internet and cloud platforms. The project outcome, which is publicly available via the Eclipse Kuksa project, interconnects a wide range of vehicles to an open cloud platform through open in-vehicle and Internet connection interfaces. CarCoDe\footnote{https://itea3.org/project/carcode.html} is another example of a software platform developed for the automotive domain to enable a new traffic-service domain ecosystem. It created the opportunity for third-party developers to generate more innovative automotive applications.

B. Software architecture of ACPs

Architecture design in ACPs is still in the early stages of research [7]. To address this area, prior studies have applied various architectural design styles, such as multi-layered [14], [15] and service-oriented architecture (SOA) [16], [17], to address quality concerns in ACPs. For example, Serrano et al. [18] developed a generic data-processing architecture for real-time traffic-based routing to address scalability and resiliency in this area. They argued that the proposed software architecture could serve a wide range of workloads and use cases with low-latency requirements. Another study [15] proposed a multi-layered context-aware architecture. The authors explained that vehicular social networks, context-awareness, and security are essential for opening up emerging services such as real-time traffic information prediction [15].

Fiosina et al. [19] proposed real-world scenarios of intelligent traffic system applications and demonstrated the need for next-generation big data analysis and optimisation strategies. The proposed architecture supports scalability, service encapsulation, dynamic configuration, and on-demand delivery of big data in the intelligent transportation area.

Due to the technological variety in ACPs, architecture designs must assure stakeholders [8] that provisional services will meet the quality requirements at a specific level of cost and risk [20].

III. RESEARCH METHOD

We adopted survey research methodology for this study. Our survey collected qualitative and quantitative data to provide a “snapshot” [21] of the current status of software architecture design in ACPs. For this study, we applied the survey process of Ciolkowski et al. [22] and the activities proposed by Pfleeger and Kitchenham [23]. Fig.2 shows the survey process in this study that will be described in greater detail below.

A. Objectives and research questions (survey definition)

Our research aims to investigate software architecture design in ACPs. Software architecture is a broad topic that addresses different topics such as design decisions, system representations, performance quality, re-usability, and business success [8], [24]. This study focuses on design styles as a collection of architectural design decisions [25]. QAs as the system capabilities and behaviour to meet end user expectations [8], and architecture evaluation methods as a means of checking whether the decisions made were right [26]. The research questions (RQs) of this study are summarised in Table I.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research question</th>
<th>Rationale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RQ1: What architectural design styles are used in ACPs to fulfil quality attributes?</td>
<td>To study major design styles and selection criteria to satisfy QAs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RQ2: What are the important quality attributes in ACPs?</td>
<td>To explore major quality attributes and relevant evaluation methods.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RQ3: What architecture evaluation methods are applied in ACPs?</td>
<td>To explore the architecture evaluation methods and challenges.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Survey design

1) Form of the survey: To present characteristics of a population in ACPs, we adopted a descriptive approach [27]. It reviews which design styles, QAs, and architecture evaluation methods are applied [28] in the context of ACPs. For this purpose, we used an online questionnaire as a survey instrument.
as it allowed for data collection from globally diverse locations in a time- and cost-effective way [29].

2) Population, sampling method, sample size, and participant selection: The survey population included (1) industrial practitioners and (2) academic researchers with practical experience in software architecture design in the context of ACPs. The survey instrument included several questions to identify the roles, years of experience, and working areas of the participants.

Botta et al. [30] noted that convergence of cloud computing and the IoT is a recent and promising research trend introduced after 2010. In the same way, the design of ACPs is a more recent research topic, so there is a rare opportunity to find practitioners with more than 10 years of experience in all topics of this study (cloud computing, IoT, and automotive).

To address the concern about whether the survey responses can reflect the existing architecture knowledge on ACPs, we considered the following criteria regarding which respondents to include:

- To emphasise respondents with a real industrial background, we excluded all participants who did not have any practical experience either in general or in software architecture design.
- All included participants had work experience in at least two of the following three topics: cloud computing, IoT, and automotive. Software architecture engineering experience was considered mandatory.
- Respondents with a “researcher” role could come from industry and work in, for example, research and development departments (R&D).
- Collaboration between industry and academia in many national or international projects (e.g., ITEA3-APPSTACLE and ECSEL-AFARCloud) made researchers and practitioners to work closely together in real industrial use cases and projects. Thus, we included academic researchers who met the first two inclusion criteria.

We applied a non-probabilistic approach to extract a sample of the whole population [31]. It was not practically possible for us to conduct probabilistic sampling because there was no previous knowledge about the entire survey population. In addition, it was not feasible to conduct systematic sampling after the survey because the data in the survey were entirely anonymous. We did not collect company names or any revealing information, which could have damaged the quality of the data [32], as some of the participants may not have been allowed to legally disclose organisational data.

In this survey, we adopted the convenience sampling method [28], [32]. It dictates that “subjects are selected because of their convenient accessibility to the researcher. This technique is easy, fast, and usually the least expensive. The criticism of this technique is that bias is introduced into the sample” [33]. Due to challenges such as the large population of software engineering professionals, it was impossible to access every individual in the sample. Therefore, most researchers rely on sampling techniques such as convenience sampling, which is a widely accepted methodology in software engineering research [28] and, in our case, was the best feasible choice.

We reached the target population using the following methods:

- The authors’ contacts (i.e., existing or previous co-workers and co-authors);
- Automotive software engineering communities, groups, or projects; for this purpose, three separate approaches were adopted: (i) automotive software engineering communities (i.e., automotive-grade Linux [AGL]); (ii) IoT/cloud/automotive participants in social media (i.e., LinkedIn groups); and (iii) coordinators and technical members in relevant EU projects; and
- The academic researchers from prior literature reviews, conferences, or symposia.

We created a follow-up plan, which involved sending reminders to the target population to encourage more people to participate in the survey.

C. Data preparation and collection

1) Survey instrument: We constructed the survey instrument with the help of previous literature and surveys on the software architecture engineering, IoT, and cloud platforms (e.g., [30], [34], [35], [36]). We did not want to frame the questions [37] by designing a domain-specific questionnaire, as our understanding of the domain might have influenced the answers and increased the research bias. Thus, we decided to keep the questions generic and let the respondents shape the architecture knowledge on ACPs, which was the main interest of paper.

The survey construction was required to adequately cover the scope of this study while at the same time optimise the number of questions. The instrument had 19 survey questions (SQs): 10 questions on demographics and 9 specific questions. We used the questions on demographics to understand the participants’ backgrounds and their familiarity with the major topics in the survey. However, we did not include the demographic questions in RQs of the paper, yet it was necessary to have a good understanding of the participants’ backgrounds in this emerging domain so that we could filter valid responses according to our inclusion criteria (see Section III-B2). The questionnaire included a combination of closed questions (pre-designed answers) and open questions (free text). We used a five-point Likert scale for closed questions to score the responses. Multiple-choice questions allowed the respondents to vote differently for design styles, QAs, or architecture evaluation methods instead of selecting only one option. It enabled us to draw a spectrum of different applicable options.

2) Survey format: The survey opened with a welcome page, including aim of the survey, the estimated completion time of the survey, and the confidentiality of the responses. The survey was hosted on an online survey tool provided by Webropol.\(^4\)

\(^4\)https://link.webropol.com/Si7BF39BC80144BFDD

3https://www.dropbox.com/s/vfccjaag85I8cix2/survey.pdf?dl=0
D. Survey execution

The survey was open to the participants for three months, from April to June 2018. We asked the participants to complete the survey online. Participation was voluntary and anonymous. To maximise the outreach of the survey, we sent invitation emails to various software communities (e.g., IoT, cloud, and automotive communities). These software communities were contacted through mailing lists in which it was not possible to check the number of active recipients in each community. We applied snowball sampling [38], where the email recipients were also asked to forward the survey link to other people with relevant expertise for this survey. Thus, it was not possible for us to calculate the response rate (i.e., the ratio of the people who received the invitation to those who filled out the survey) [39], as there was no information about how many times the survey link was forwarded.

E. Data analysis

We mapped each SQ to a relevant RQ. SQs 11-13 were used to answer RQ1, SQs 14-16 for RQ2, and SQs 17-19 addressed RQ3. We did the data analysis using descriptive statistics for the closed questions. We applied grounded theory [40] to the open questions to create different categories out of the responses received and used the classification by Adolph et al. [41] to code the data input in the open questions. We used open coding to generate different concept clusters, while selective coding helped to identify the core categories to demonstrate the variation in the data. At least two authors were involved in the data analysis process.

F. Protocol review and pilot studies

The survey protocol in this study was iteratively reviewed by all the authors. To evaluate the SQs [42], it was not efficient to use the entire population [39]. Therefore, we conducted three rounds of pilot studies on the draft sets of the SQs [42] to simulate the survey execution while reducing author bias. In total, two industrial practitioners and three experienced academic researchers participated in the pilot studies. During the pilot studies, we were able to improve the scope, questions, and terminologies used in this survey. In addition, we could estimate the time needed to complete the questionnaire. The participants in the pilot studies were representative of the potential respondents of this survey (see the inclusion criteria in Section III-B2). The first round of the pilot study was initiated with two experienced academics who were asked to fill out the survey draft. Next, we improved the questionnaire based on the feedback and suggestions from the first round. The same steps were followed with different participants in the second and third rounds until no further suggestions for improvement were offered.

IV. Survey Results

This section summarises and presents the findings collected from 42 valid responses.

A. Demographic data of the respondents

Table II presents the participants’ background information, including their educational level, academic background, organisational type, and organisational role. Based on responses related to educational level, all participants had an academic degree and more than half of them had a master’s degree. Computer and software engineering were two main areas of the participants’ academic education. The survey respondents mostly worked at large companies, followed by universities and colleges, small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs), and research institutes. The respondents were mostly software architects, researchers (coming either from industry or academia), and software developers. Germany had the most participants in the survey.

Fig.3 presents the participants’ total work experience and their experience in the software architecture domain. The results show that more than half of the respondents (52.4%) had at least a decade of work experience. In addition, a large share of participants (66.7%) had more than 4 years of experience in software architecture. In a separate question, 66.7% of participants declared that they had received “professional training” related to software architecture engineering. We excluded all participants without architecture design experience from the survey.
participants were more specialised in one area than in the other two. For example, 68.4% of the participants with less than one year of automotive experience had more than one year of experience in the IoT, and 52.6% had more than one year of experience in cloud computing. The convergence of these areas is recent, and due to the rapid changes in ACPs, having respondents with a diverse range of experience was expected.

Fig. 4. Years of experience in IoT, cloud computing, and automotive areas

B. RQ1. What architectural design styles are used in ACPs to fulfił quality attributes?

This question attempts to present a wide range of architectural design styles relevant to QAs in ACPs. For this purpose, we collected a list of design styles from previous literature (e.g., [34], [43], [44]). A follow-up (free-text) question collected additional relevant styles from the participants.

According to a five-point Likert scale, event-driven was selected as the most applicable architectural style in terms of QAs in ACPs. The next applied design styles were service-oriented architecture (SOA), multi-layered architecture, and client-server architecture, followed by pipeline and microservice styles. In an open follow-up question, Lambda and message bus architecture were suggested by two respondents. Fig.5 presents a spectrum of architectural design styles, through which hybrid and slightly varied design styles are often expected to meet various scenario in the ACPs.

Fig. 5. The survey results on architectural design styles

1) Selection criteria for design styles: Fig.6 shows that more than half of the participants selected functional requirements (61.9%) and domain-specific QAs (59.5%) as the most important criteria when selecting design styles in ACPs. Although there are distinct QAs and functional requirements in ACPs, we could not distinguish different preferences for selection criteria from other IoT cloud platforms.

Fig. 6. The survey results on design style selection criteria

C. RQ2. What are the important quality attributes in ACPs?

Fig.7 shows a list of QAs that were collected from previous literature (e.g., [35]). A follow-up (free-text) question collected other relevant QAs. Although QAs are a broad topic for one question, the findings could be valuable for the selection of design styles and cloud technologies that improve QAs. Participants rated different QAs according to their importance (in a range from 1 as the least important to 10 as the most important) when designing the architecture for ACPs. We used these rates to calculate the weighted arithmetic mean ($\bar{x}$) for each QA. The responses where participants selected “I am not sure” were assigned a weight of zero. According to our calculation, availability ($\bar{x}$ = 6.7) was the most important QA, followed by reliability ($\bar{x}$ = 6.5), security ($\bar{x}$ = 6.3), scalability ($\bar{x}$ = 6.0), and interoperability ($\bar{x}$ = 6.0). In the follow-up question, privacy, testability, compatibility, and flexibility were noted by participants as additional important QAs. Selecting important QAs does not necessarily mean that other QAs are redundant.

Fig. 7. The survey results on distribution frequency of QAs

1) Evaluation of ACPs with respect to QAs: We asked the participants which methodologies should be used to assess whether designed architectures meet the QAs in ACPs. A large share of respondents (42.9%) declared testing as a suitable approach, as it can be conducted at different levels.
Examples of testing include automated test-benches, stress tests (for performance-related attributes), hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) and software-in-the-loop (SIL) testing, controlled and live test suites, and user acceptance tests. Table III lists other evaluation methodologies noted by the participants.

TABLE III
EVALUATION METHODS IN ACPs WITH RESPECT TO QAs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evaluation approach</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Testing and design validation</td>
<td>42.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User feedback monitoring</td>
<td>16.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Empirical studies (i.e., case studies and experiments)</td>
<td>11.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation</td>
<td>9.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation according to functional requirements</td>
<td>7.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistical and mathematical (formal) methods</td>
<td>7.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expert judgement</td>
<td>4.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using software metrics approaches (e.g., the goal ques-</td>
<td>2.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tion metric [GQM])</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

D. RQ3. What architecture evaluation methods are applied in ACPs?

We collected a few architecture evaluation methods from the literature (e.g., [36]) and asked the participants to add other relevant methodologies in an open follow-up question. Fig.8 shows that among various methods, active reviews from intermediate design (ARID) and the scenario-based architecture analysis method (SAAM) were applied the most in ACPs.

Additionally, we asked the participants about architecture evaluation challenges, as the availability and quality of architecture reviewers were reported by them (28.6%) as major challenges in ACPs. A few participants (16.7%) reported that evaluation methodologies are not well-adapted with agile methodologies and that they are often time-consuming. They noted that it is challenging to verify that enough information to make architectural decisions has been collected, thus incurring technical debt left in the platforms (e.g., estimating performance in real scenarios with unknown technologies and complex analytics models). Finally, difficulties in evaluating and comparing other architecture design alternatives were reported by a few participants (7.1%).

Fig. 8. The survey results on software architecture evaluation methods

V. DISCUSSION

1) Participants’ demographic information: The results reflect a wide range of academic background and experience from participants. It shows that the software architecture of ACPs is an attractive topic for researchers from different educational or working backgrounds. We excluded participants without architecture design experience to create a viable snapshot of ACPs architecture knowledge. The good balance achieved between industrial practitioners (54.8%) and academic researchers (45.2%) meant that both scientific and practical knowledge were included in our findings.

2) Architectural design decisions vs. scenarios in ACPs:

The results of this survey support the extensible architecture design decisions in ACPs to accommodate changes based on different scenarios. As shown in Section IV, we have a spectrum of different styles, QAs, and evaluation methods. This result indicates that we cannot select an optimum combination of design decision alternatives in ACPs and architects should apply different design styles with respect to QAs and functional requirements in ACP scenarios (see Fig.6). In addition, design decision alternatives dynamically change to reflect the new quality requirements that evolve in ACPs. A study [45] noted that we can rely on the feedback from the architecture evaluation to prioritise and create a new list of design decisions.

3) Inter-dependencies among design decisions:

The survey results show inter-dependencies among different design decisions in ACPs. Loosely-coupled and distributed software components and services in ACPs can justify the selection of event-driven (as the first style selected) and client-server (as the fourth style selected). Event-driven architectures enable event processing between highly distributed services [46] in the cloud and vehicles. In addition, the survey results indicate that the first five major QAs selected in ACPs include availability, reliability, security, scalability, and interoperability. Previous studies [20], [47] emphasised the relation between these QAs and design styles such as SOA, multi-layered, and microservices. This justifies the participants’ selection of SOA as the second, multi-layered as the third, and microservices as the sixth design styles to address major QAs in ACPs context.

ARID and the SAAM were the most applied architecture evaluation methods among the participants. The survey participants mentioned that ARID is used to review the viability of the design strategies. They also declared that the ACPs is a recent and emerging topic and when using the SAAM, often, only a few scenarios are described in detail; thus, concerns remain about whether the architecture is representative of all sorts of expected or unexpected scenarios.

4) Emerging new QAs in ACPs:

Previous research [30] discussed emerging QAs in ACPs compared to other IoT cloud platforms. For example, security concerns such as spoofing user identity, tampering, and repudiation are a recent topic and are addressed through architectures of ACPs to avoid security issues that lead to safety and privacy issues. The relation between security and design styles such as multi-layered, client-server, and microservices was noted before [48], [49]. Our survey results also emphasised the importance of security (as the third QA selected) in ACPs and its relevant design styles (the third, fourth, and sixth styles selected).
Scalability is a challenge in ACPs when handling a dynamically changing number of vehicles and devices caused by various traffic situations. Availability and reliability are other QAs highlighted in our survey results for the critical scenarios such as when vehicles leave the network coverage. Design styles often provide helps on how to solve most of the quality challenges but can be incomplete or ambiguous [50].

5) Future studies: The large number and variety of QAs and design styles in the context of ACPs is an interesting observation from our survey. Researchers could explore other aspects of architecture design in ACPs, such as architectural activities and notation languages. It would also be interesting to conduct an in-depth analysis of how to apply design styles in terms of QAs in ACPs. Real-time architecture evaluation methods for reliability and performance of the ACPs have to be further investigated.

A. Threats to validity

There are potential threats to the validity of this research that could bias the results [51]. This section elaborates on the strategies used to minimise the impacts of those threats according to the guidelines presented by Wohlin et al. [52].

1) Internal validity: There was no causal relationship between the variables and outcome of the survey, and the internal validity threats were not discussed.

2) Construct validity: Second category of threat concerns whether the survey constructs were designed correctly. In order to construct the survey instrument, the authors conducted multiple rounds of pilot studies to explore how different participants interpreted the questions and terms used in the survey. The feedback from the pilot studies were implemented to improve and adapt the survey according to the terms that were understandable in both industry and academia.

We provided several examples and guides (as web links) for the questions in the survey instrument. The intention was to help the respondents to better understand the questions and reduce the discrepancy between the authors’ and respondents’ mind-sets.

The survey protocol was reviewed by all authors and discussed in joint meetings. This reduced the conflicts of understanding between the authors and mitigated the risk of an unclear survey design and irrelevant questions.

Another concern about surveys is that the questions may not be truthfully answered by the respondents. There are reasons for this phenomenon, such as closed questions that reduce the participants’ liberty in making responses. To mitigate this threat, each closed question was followed by either an open follow-up question or an “other” option where respondents could add extra inputs. We also made the responses anonymous and assured the respondents about the confidentiality of the survey by informing them about the use of a trusted survey hosting service. The survey clarified that individual results would not be published.

3) External validity: This survey adopted a convenience sampling method, which may have increased the risk that the sample did not reflect the whole population. Therefore, we did not limit the survey participants to our personal contacts. Instead, the authors shared the link in different IoT, cloud, and automotive software communities, at software engineering conferences, and with relevant EU projects. In addition, we defined criteria to only include valid responses into the survey results. This ensured that the final pool was randomly selected and comprised relevant backgrounds in the context of ACPs.

4) Reliability: A potential threat to the validity of the research results was related to the researchers’ bias in the extraction and interpretation of the survey data. To minimise the effects of this threat, a data extraction form was created in Microsoft Excel to generate valid categories from the responses to the open questions. The form was reviewed and analysed by two authors.

The survey results are based on 42 valid responses that were selected based on our inclusion criteria. Our experience from similar surveys (i.e., [53], [54]) indicated that the current number of participants was sufficient for the reliability of the results and generalisability of the conclusion. Nevertheless, future studies could improve the credibility of the results with other complementing methodologies, such as expert interviews.

VI. Conclusion

ACPs have received increasing attention from research and industrial communities. To capture existing architectural design knowledge and experience in ACPs, we distributed an online survey on design styles, QAs, and architectural evaluation methods for ACPs. We collected 42 valid responses that were further analysed.

Our findings showed that the participants consider major QAs in the context of ACPs such as high availability, reliability, scalability, and interoperability to apply the relevant design styles (i.e., event-driven and SOA). ARID is applied before a comprehensive architecture evaluation, while the SAAM is to review the sets of QAs in the form of scenarios in ACPs.

The survey results are valuable for both ACP’s researchers and practitioners as the investigation of design styles in terms of QAs is also concerned about specific design contexts.
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